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Biological swarms utilize simple behaviors spread over many agents to protect and 

promote the health of the colony.  Recent interest in distributing tasks across swarms of 

autonomous agents has exposed the complexity of communications, task assignment, 

distributed sensing, and mission replanning for large teams of robotic agents.  In this paper, 

we describe the approach we have taken to characterize and model the individual and 

collaborative behaviors used by Temnothorax rugatulus ants amid competitive nest selection 

scenarios.  This species of ants exhibit favorable characteristics self-organizing without need 

for centralized planning, control, or communication.  This work focuses on learning 

behavior rules from these ants to help design responses to swarm-based combat operations .  

This research effort consisted of three main parts: data generation, behavior 

characterization, and machine learning for UAV applications.   

I. Introduction 

Studies of ants have shown many species of social insects self-organize without need for centralized planning, 

control, or communication to provide a collective intelligence [1]-[7].  This group intelligence allows simple individual 

decision processes to accumulate as a behavioral mechanism for colony-level decisions [8]-[13].   For Temnothorax 

rugatulus ants, this distributed effort is apparent amid competitive nest selection scenarios , where the emergent swarm 

behavior as a physical conflict to take control over more favorable nest sites. Within the colony, individual ants 

perform different tasks, and may be tracked to observe a response to environmental stimuli [14]-[15], and sometimes  

correlated with the age of the ant (polyethism) .  Apart from the queen, there does not appear to be morphological 

specialization.  The group-level composition of behaviors across an apparently heterogeneous swarm, and the 

transition between behaviors at an individual level constitutes the “survival instinct” that allows the colony to defend 

against attack or successfully overwhelm an opponent during an invasion  [16]-[20].   

These characteristics of biological swarming are favorable for swarms of autonomous robots  as well.   Man-made 

or “synthetic swarms” operating under traditional autonomy architectures may saturate available bandwidth if too 

much data exchange is required, be vulnerable to a single point-of-failure if decisions must come from a central leader, 

and expose the intent of the operation if relying on broadcasts for data synchronization . Insect colonies that are 

successful must have the right balance of behaviors and positioning for the swarm to prevail against their competitors  

[21]-[23].  Perhaps we can observe features from biological swarming competitions that benefit from millen nia of 

biological evolutionary optimization [24]-[26], then apply those behaviors or processes to give competitive advantage 

to synthetic swarms [27]-[30].  For example, consider if we could monitor the ratio of aggressors to defenders 

throughout a battle and determine a metric of battle progress.  These may reveal that a successful colony follows a 

particular pattern of aggression in order to win.  Other such compositions of behaviors and metrics of success  may 

have analogous behaviors in the realm of autonomous vehicles [31]-[39], which could apply to various autonomous 

robot swarms, where bio-inspired strategies lead to higher swarm competition success rates.  
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This work focuses on learning behavior rules from these ants to help design responses to swarm-based combat 

operations, performed under an ongoing DARPA-funded research project.  This research effort consisted of three main  

parts: data generation, behavior characterization, and generalization to the UAV applications.  The observed data are 

used to design machine learning processes for UAV swarms missions which are also tasked to collaborate under low-

communications constraints.  The approach is called Biologically Inspired Sensing, Perception, and Control 

Technology (BISECT).  BISECT seeks to build autonomy that provides behavior decisions among heterogeneous 

agents without requiring extensive memory or intelligence, where the emergent collective behaviors lead to increased 

prosperity for the colony. 

For the bio-inspired autonomy to be compelling for real missions, BISECT should be demonstrated to outperform 

pre-programmed non-communicating swarms, reduce operator workload when compared with  the amount needed for 

centralized execution, and learn to emulate and/or respond to behaviors of other swarming agents. The potential value 

of BISECT is great, since designing resilient swarm autonomy is difficult, and defending against a swarm of agile 

UAVs is an unsolved problem, particularly when the tactics of the adversary are evolving and uncertain.  

 

A.  Biological Background 

 

To begin the study, we set up a series of laboratory trials at Arizona State University to catalog the types of 

behaviors and tasks observed in the colony.   Temnothorax rugatulus ants are known to prefer nest geometries that 

are enclosed and shallow, such as from burrowing out a small cavity under a rock.  Favorable nests are easy defend, 

due to having a narrow entrance, but still have sufficient space for the colony to engage in nest -based activities such 

as brood rearing. If in close proximity to a better nest, a colony of T. rugatulus are prone to try to displace the current 

nest occupant through biting, invading, stinging, etc.  Figure 1 shows an example of the artificial nests prepared for 

the colonies in the lab.  The square opening nest at the top is less favorable because the opening is wide and the nest 

volume is smaller, when compared with the circular nest at the bottom that was more enclosed with more ample 

volume. For each trial, ant colonies were collected from the wild, and the abdomen of each ant was colored to match 

its nest-mates using either green or orange paint.  These colors appear sufficiently distinct, and are easy to segment 

using computer vision techniques.  

 

 

Figure 1. Example image from initial nest competition scenario. 
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By placing the two colonies in close proximity to each other in an observation area, Figure 2, we expect to disrupt 

any equilibrium that the colony had reached, and they will seek a new equilibrium.  The colony occupying the good 

nest will seek to detect any invasion, defend the queen, and repel invaders.  They will seek to sustain colony health 

through maintaining brood development and food gathering.   The co lony in the poor nest will attempt to locate a 

better nest to occupy.  The actions to accomplish that mission may include overcoming defenders, killing their queen, 

and moving brood.  The new equilibrium is expected to be one of the colonies emerging as “winner”. A stalemate is 

also possible, where there is no clear winner due to lack of engagement or peaceful co-mingling of colonies. 

 

 

Figure 2. Good nest with space for activities and narrow entrance (left) is more favorable than a nest with a 

small cavity with wide entrance (right). 

B. Identifying Behaviors  

Initial behavior cataloguing relied upon human expertise to isolate the unique behaviors exhibited during the 

engagement.  The roles and actions used during the competition, Figure 3, can be compared to military engagements, 

where ants in each battle act in offense and defense, sustain casualties, and the eventual winners claim the spoils. 

 

 

Figure 3. An initial model of the roles and behaviors involved in the competitive nest selection trials.  The 

roles are unique to individuals, while the behaviors in this model are a group dynamic. 

After inspecting the videos of initial trials, we noted that certain behaviors could be associated with the location in 

the arena where they took place (home nest, away nest, intermediate field).  Other behaviors could be categorized  

according to the participants (individual, with nest-mate, or with opponent).  The elementary behaviors are listed in 

Table 1. As a thought exercise, we attempt to cluster them in terms of what the elementary behaviors can be used to 

accomplish (nest takeover, nest defense, brood protection, brood raiding, colony surrender), and ways that those 

behaviors may be mapped to relevant UxV missions. 
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 The trials reveal that ants periodically switch tasks for the benefit of their own colony.  These changes do not 

appear to be spontaneous, but rather triggered by some perception of need or based upon very limited local cuing or 

communication.  The change produces a response from a limited set of around 20 simple biological behaviors.  The 

governing biological rules in each ant’s brain seem to guide the duration, intensity, and regions where the behavior or 

behaviors are performed.  This concept extends to applications in artificial swarms. 

Table 1. Ant behaviors observed in initial ant trials , with cross-domain mapping. 

Elementary Behavior Relevant Strategies  Mapping to UxVs  

Pursuit: Chase opponents prior to other 

offensive action. 

Nest takeover, Nest defense, Brood 

protection 

Early engagement via trailing 

potential threat 

Antennation: Sensory probe of another ant 
to determine if nestmate or opponent. 

Nest takeover, Nest defense, Brood 
raiding, Brood protection, Colony 

surrender 

Identification via transponder 
query 

Pinning: Prolonged immobilization of 

another ant by biting and pulling, often in 
concert with one or more nestmates 

Nest takeover, Nest defense, Brood 

protection 

Mutual disabling 

Biting: Using mandibles to harm or to hold 

another ant. 

Nest takeover, Nest defense, Brood 

protection 

Non-destructive disabling 

Stinging: Lethal attack with specialized, 

venomous weapon 

Nest takeover, Nest defense, Brood 

protection 

Permanent destruction 

Invasion: Entering an opponent’s nest to 

assess, attack, or infiltrate. 

Takeover, Brood raiding, Colony 

surrender 

Region Invasion 

Assessment: Evaluation of quality of 

opponent’s nest (or unoccupied nest). 

Nest takeover Espionage 

Recruitment: Using a tandem run to 
summon a nestmate to location where help is 

needed. 

Nest takeover, Brood raiding, 
Colony surrender 

Controls hijacking, GPS spoofing, 
airspace denial, Convoy or formation 

flight 

Eavesdropping: Following an opponent’s 

tandem run to learn location of its brood. 

Brood raiding Espionage 

Flight: Abandonment of nest, brood, 

queen, or nestmates under attack. 

Colony surrender Retreat, desertion 

Brood transport: Movement of brood 

(either one’s own or an opponent’s) from one 

location to another 

Nest takeover, Brood raiding, 

Colony surrender 

Base relocation 

Pillaging/scavenging 

Guarding: Protecting nest, brood, and/or 
queen from attack. 

Nest defense, Brood protection Establishing a defensive perimeter 

Nursing: Cleaning and feeding brood Nest defense, Brood protection Base operations 

Exploring: Following an undirected path 
around the arena. 

Nest takeover, Nest defense, Brood 
raiding 

ISR 

 

BISECT applies machine learning techniques to fuse millions of individual ant colony observations in a neural 

network to identify behaviors; develops corresponding dynamic motion models; and uses resulting input/output 

behavioral probabilities to drive simulated agents.  The application of BISECT to the UAV realm may be direct, where 

the behaviors can be used to develop optimal policies for solving swarm versus swarm engagements , or indirectly, 

where the principles of learning how an adversarial swarm is behaving  before computing the appropriate counter-

swarm strategy.  We envision that BISECT would result in distributed swarm replanning and control software which 

resides in UAV flight computers in circumstances where centralized control is not feasible or desirable. 

Potential applications for BISECT amid swarm-based missions include persistent surveillance, covert 

synchronized operations, resilience to communications disruption, decoy, and swarm defense.  BISECT provides 

UAV swarms a bio-inspired approach to influence autonomous guidance and control laws for low communications  

situations.  Civil applications extend to wildfire management, where obtaining real-time monitoring is difficult over 

large, remote regions. Learning and social robotic systems are emerging to satisfy needs in medical supplies delivery, 

as hospital couriers, and other human/robot integrated environments. 
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II. Approach to Development 

The behavior rules observed from T. rugatulus ants were the basis for designing the learning system that would 

produce responses to swarm-based combat operations.  This design process was broken down into three main parts: 

data generation, behavior characterization, and machine learning for UAV applications. 

A. Data Generation 

The development began with competitive nest selection trials set up and recorded in the laboratory of Dr. Stephen 

Pratt at Arizona State University.  The goal of the Social Insect Group is to study the evolution and organization of 

insect societies. T. rugatulus ants prefer nest locations with enclosed geometries that are easy to guard, typically with 

a shallow chamber and a narrow opening.  For these experiments, the abdomen of each ant was painted orange or 

green, according to the colony that each was a member.  Each trial was recorded in 4K for several days to observe the 

natural stimuli, behavioral responses, and to look for factors that affected the way the conflict was resolved.  

Each trial was one resolved in one of the following ways : 1) after prolonged engagement, the colony that occupied 

the “good” nest retained control and excluded the ants from the “poor” nest; 2) the colony that occupied the “poor” 

nest infiltrated and gained control of the “good” nest; 3) after high casualty rates and one of the queens being 

killed/abandoned, the surviving ants merged into a new combined colony.   

The “winning” colony prospered because their cumulative actions were sufficient to overpower the other colony.  

Typically, they engaged in aggressive/defensive strategies more effectively, they had some ants working to transfer 

brood from the poor nest into the good nest, they ran successful leader/follower teams for pairs of ants to spread 

information or accomplish a job, they were engaged in “pinning” (immobilizing other ants) farther away from their 

own nest, and had messenger ants that moved quickly between clusters of pinning ants.   

To help catalog and digitize the movements of the many ants  active in each frame of the engagement, we built a 

graphical user interface (GUI), Figure 4, that accessed custom software tools enabling manual labeling and track 

refinement.  The GUI reads and writes to an archive of all ant tracks, indexed by video clip number, frame number, 

and a unique ant ID.  The characteristics and behaviors of each ant are encoded into a set of tags attached to each ant 

on a per-frame basis.  Some examples of tags include colony color (green or orange), movement modifiers (leader or 

follower), location modifiers (exploring, guarding, assessing).  Due to the massive amount of data collected, efforts 

were made to automate as much of the data collection process as possible , Figure 5.   Controls for machine learning 

were built into the user interface to interactively accomplish feature extraction and data association. 

 

 

Figure 4. The BISECT GUI, used for tracking, cataloging, and labelling ants.  This frame shows a trial between 

a green colony occupying the "good nest" on the left, and the orange ants in the  "poor nest" on the right. 
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Figure 5. Each ant was digitally segmented from the original scene, labeled, and tracked. 

B. Behavior Characterization 

With the series of ant tracks isolated, it was possible to inspect for patterns.  While recognizing that the ant combat 

trials have long periods of slow engagement, several behaviors emerged that could be divided into categorie s with 

respect to the locations, engagement with other ants, or other unique traits for that particular dynamic model.  For 

example, tandem running is a behavior where one ant, acting as leader, approaches a nest-made and recruits it to 

follow toward another task area in the arena.  The pair of ants, as leader and follower, after a period of movement, 

then transition to another behavior type.  Other predominant behaviors , Figure 6, include pinning (immobilizing ants 

of the other colony by biting the body or legs), invading (entering the opponents nest to assess its quality or provisions), 

defending (protecting the “home” nest entrance against invaders), nursing (caring for the brood items and the queen 

in the “home” nest), exploring (looking for food or other items of interest in the test arena), or resting (holding position 

for a period of time).  Each of these behaviors can be represented a dynamic model, and that dynamic  model can be 

used for both automatic tagging, and as a basis for re-simulating similar behaviors among robotic agents. 

 

Figure 6. Examples of behavior tags, and how they were parameterized. 

C. Application to UAV Space 

The impetus for studying ants was to observe and isolate behaviors from biological swarm-vs-swarm interactions 

in order to transfer those behaviors to UAVs in analogous scenarios .  Many of the elementary ant behaviors that we 

observed have a mapping in the autonomous vehicle realm, as shown in Table 1. However, low-level observations 

from the ant laboratory do not transfer directly or easily, and require high-level abstraction to be relevant. 

Features such as the pace of operations, planar movement dynamics, attacking methods, level of intelligence 

exhibited, and the frequency and quality of coordination between agents  are specific to the ant domain. This leads to 

the conclusion that transfer learning is not likely to be productive—UAVs should not really behave like ants . 
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Though the parameters themselves are not transferrable to the autonomous vehicle realm, aspects that do transfer 

include the methodology for modeling behaviors using Machine Learning (ML) in the UAV domain, and indexing  

into those behaviors to provide a high-level swarm command capability to an operator. UAV swarms can learn to 

behave as other agents behaved in similar contexts, even under extreme communications denial.  Training examples  

can be selected from those that resulted in “winning” simulated games or real battles, where “winning” means 

maximizing performance with respect to one or more numerical objectives.  Using these methods, the user can 

incorporate a high-level commander influence that shifts the behavioral probabilities to prioritize different objectives.  

With all of these considerations, the benefit remains: In an engagement where UAV swarms hardware is cheap and 

communications bandwidth is unreliable or trained pilots unavailable, then bio-inspired swarming would be favorable. 

To test this approach, a simulation environment was set up with fixed-wing UAV dynamic model.   Here, a 

holonomically constrained vehicle is subject to minimum and maximum speed and turn rate.  For the orange vehicles, 

the goal is to defend the orange nest (home base), and invade the green nest (enemy base).  Similar to the ant 

experiments, the operational area is enclosed, and the red walls indicate no-fly zones.  Behaviors such as formation 

flight, collision avoidance, and exploring are learned and added to the behavior model from the simulation. 

For the scenario, orange UAVs begin in random locations and seek to explore the operational area. When a UAV 

comes within a given distance of a wall, it executes an avoidance maneuver that redirects it away from the wall. When 

it comes within a given distance of its teammate, it heads toward the teammate until reaching a given close proximity . 

Next, the UAV moving most directly toward the enemy base attains the LEADING tag and the INVADING tag. The 

other vehicle will gain the INVADING tag and FOLLOWING tag. Then, both accelerate and fly toward the enemy 

base.  Results show that the UAVs can learn fundamental swarming behaviors from the observation of training data 

from other swarms.   As successful tactics are added to the repertoire, they provide intelligent autonomy as a means 

to counteract the enemy’s own swarming behaviors. 

 

 

Figure 7. UAV Scenario developed using the premise of learning, then giving UAV swarm autonomy control  

inputs using the BISECT "ant brain". 
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III.Metrics and Evaluations 

Since the engagement between biological agents was expected to evolve over a long time scale, we designed 

system metrics to help assess progress toward an equilibrium. 

 

1. Location in competition arena: Ant colonies thought to be more aggressive would be located toward 

the opponents nest. 

2. Control of Brood: Ants which are winning the competition will dominate control of the brood items . 

 

After discerning which simple behaviors are key to the engagements, we envisioned that a synthetic engagement 

could apply this subset of key behaviors, thus producing a replayable bio-inspired game that is capable of many 

repetitions.  By repeating the games, we could study the relative productivity of various policy pairings.  We could 

compare such decision outcomes to a more traditional autonomy baseline, such as those with ce ntralized agents, or 

local leaders (semi-distributed), where some are privy to system information and others only have short-range 

communication and reduced capabilities. 

As a measurement of the stability of the distributed system we initially proposed the set of metrics in Table 2. 

Table 2. Candidate metrics to gauge proximity to equilibrium. 

Metric What we Learn 

Ratio of immobilized/ total defenders Robustness to losses 

Ratio of aggressors/defenders in context of mission geometry Situational strength requirements  

Ratio of maintenance/military workers  Sustainability vs. defensibility 

Ratio of time in chores/time in combat Sustainability vs. defensibility 

 

These metrics and others help to chart the progress of each colony.  These discriminators require ants to be labeled 

in terms of roles and activities relative to the other colony members.  The aggression and defensiveness can be 

identified based upon relational and positional tags.  For example, colony maintenance can be differentiated from nest 

competition activities  due to where they occur and which ants are participating.  

Another idea is to formulate total “energy” of each colony .   Such a number could be reward a colony for the 

number of moving ants, number of living/pinning/pinned ants , number of brood items, and having a live queen. With 

such a metric to describe each colony at a system level, we may be able to quantify which colony has the most energy, 

measure if a colony is getting stronger or at least maintaining stability, identify a trend (growth or collapse signatures), 

and pinpoint if particular behaviors were dominant precursors to trend. 

 

What may be learned from these metrics? 

From the ant-based trials, we also speculate that these metrics may indicate favorable strategies for shifting 

behavioral priorities that are also applicable to artificial swarm agent missions.  For example, we may discern what 

situations should trigger recruitment of other agents to work as a team to complete a task.  We may determine the most 

productive ratio of agents assigned to “home” or “away” tasks, given an estimate of the scale of the adversary’s force.    

While not a metric, preliminary data inspection seems to indicate that in addition to the use of pheromones for 

activating alarm signals, ants also use limited cues through antennation (chemical sensing using the antennae) and leg 

tapping (tactile messaging between ants).  We also recognize that other insects give directions to food sources through 

a particular series of gestures (bees doing the “waggle dance”).  There exist similar strategies  in the autonomous 

vehicle space to expand the low-bandwidth repertoire, such as to use gesturing according to pre-defined motion 

signals, and avoiding broadcast communication in favor of close range peer-to-peer “telemetry dumps”.   

 

IV. Developing a BISECT GUI 

Apart from designing the ant trails themselves, the first hurdle to overcome was to determine a way to store and 

access the massive video datasets and process them into a database of information.  Each two hour 4K video clip used 

about 1.5 Gb storage, and contained many frames with many ants.  We needed a method to organize the data into a 

catalog, with useful annotations of the contents. To store the data, SSCI designed a custom ZIP archive to manage the 

database with extremely fast read/write capability.  As a front end, we built a GUI that tracked the source file and 

assigned it a video clip number, and allowed the user to navigate the video and metadata forward, backward, by a 
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certain fixed step-size, or to jump directly to a certain frame number.  In the same archive, we built a method for 

efficiently storing the ant labels such as position, length, colony, and behavior metadata on a per ant, per frame, per 

video basis. Each ant has tags describing various behaviors being exhibited during that frame, as well as memberships 

into morphological groups (queen, worker, brood items), and team (green, orange), Figure 9. For convenience, we 

built both manual and automatic annotation tools into the GUI, and eventually the machine learning tools as well.  

Further capabilities were later added to the GUI that allowed mistakes and omissions to be corrected and updated in 

the data archive.   

 

The need for lean data representation in the archive 

The trials that we designed for this work recorded more than 3.5 terabytes of video data, which constitutes about 

1.43 billion ant records (individual ant measurements, if all were stored at 30 fps).  At the density of our Temnothorax 

rugatulus experiments, we would represent about 409,000 ants per gigabyte of video.  To produce this work, we 

selectively curated 20.2 megabytes, collecting 759,240 individual ant records.  The ant data density in the database 

can hold about 37.5 million ants per gigabyte in the database (position, orientation, scale, behavior tags). 

  

 

Figure 8. BISECT GUI used for detection, tracking, and labeling. 
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Figure 9. Data Archive Structure.  Each ant has position, orientation, scale, and optional tag properties.   The 

enumerated ants are tracked per frame, and the sequence of frames preserves the ant ID through the whole 

video clip.  Tags are not exclusive:  an ant can be GREEN, WORKER, EXPLORING simultaneously. 

A. Ant Detection 

Once the generation of source data began in earnest  in the laboratory, it became apparent that automating the 

detection and labeling process would be very desirable.  We went through a series of iterations on detection and 

tracking, each with various benefits. 

 Basic detector: find dark objects, determine the centroid, look for green or orange paint on the black.  

Once found, compute orientation along the major axis, with non-painted end at the head. 

 Basic tracker: starting with a manually labelled frame (to establish starting position and known max 

number of ants), compute nearest neighbor matching.  Remove stationary ants as a match, then repeat 

nearest neighbor matching for those that moved. 

The basic detector was a reasonable way to start with color segmentation, Figure 10, but the differences in lighting, 

and decoys in the test arena proved to be a great hindrance to providing a good 1:1 relationship between the frame to 

frame ant progress, Figure 11.  Since we rely upon color segmentation to identify which colony each ant belongs to, 

the challenge to ensure each ants continuously remained in view required a redesign of the test arena. 

 Also recognizing that machine learning has some advantages for auto -calibration of each test session, we designed 

an automatic color labeling approach, which isolates ants, colony colors, and brood items in each scene, Figure 12.  

For this approach, only the initial frame is hand-labeled through mouse-clicks identifying the head and abdomen for 

each ant, and the ant-detector is trained to know what a green ant or orange ant looks like.  For a 4K video recording 

at 30fps, we found that a typical ant is 36-44 pixels in length and 13-15 pixels wide.  Using 4K, the abdomen paint 

colors are much sharper and distinguishable from the distractions.  By including a bright background, we also 

improved the color detection rates and enable brood detection.  At 30 frames per second, the maximum speed of 

running ants was measured to be 6 pixels per frame.  We also recognize that all relevant ant motions are distinguishable 

down to around 10-15 Hz, so in the worst case, data reduction could allow us to skip one or two frames between 

tracking frames, if needed. 

B. Detection and Tracking Timing and Accuracy Results 

 The initial manual labelling of the first frame took about 18 minutes for 135 ants.  Using automatic ant detection, 

the subsequent frames were detected and labeled about 0.3 second per 4K frame.  The frame-to-frame tracking took 

about 0.8 seconds per frame.  Using automatic detection approaches to provide a rough initialization for the first frame, 

then manually making minor adjustments, can reduce the initialization process to about 7 minutes. Automatic 

tracking using a gradient tracker is about 0.3 seconds per frame. 
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Figure 10. Basic detector/tracker found some green and orange ants, but many unresolved ants and false 

detections due to debris and colored items in the frame. 

 

Figure 11. Tuning the thresholds resulted in slightly better detection (around 90% ), but could still not 

guarantee continuity of ant detections. 
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Figure 12. Building a Machine Learning-based color segmentation tool greatly improved our ability to isolate 

ants and assign them to a specific nest. 

 

By adjusting the neural network design in the machine learning color labeler (s witching from REL to sigmoid  

elements), the region isolation in RGB space for orange ants, green ants, unmarked ants (brown), and brood items  

(yellow), can be specified more compactly, reducing the chance for erroneous labeling from the output RGB look-up 

table (LUT), Figure 13. 

 

 

Figure 13. Brood labeling surfaces, learned from training data input from manual input on the initial frame 

where mouse-clicks indicated the ant locations, and gave samples of brood item coloration. 
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With this collection of detection, tracking, and labeling tools, we found that we could incorporate into the GUI 

several metrics of interest, including the number of ants in each colony (located under the “Playback” column, second 

cluster).  The mouse-click mode and automation modes each provide access to  higher fidelity detection and tracking. 

 

 

Figure 14. BISECT GUI with automated training for labeling look-up table (LUT), automated detection and 

tracking. 

 

The timing results  for the detection and tracking components were as follows:  

 LUT generation for RGB-based labelling: 249 seconds (depends on the number of ants in training set) 

 Auto detection of new ants from LUT: 0.5 seconds  

 Tracking, 3000 frames, 2 ants: 30 minutes (0.3 sec/ant/frame) 

 Behavioral Learning: video3, 5450 frames, 134 ants, 100 iterations:  

o Prep: 613.82 seconds (0.00084 sec/ant/frame) 

o Train: 120.25 sec (0.00016 sec/ant/frame) 

 v31, 5450 frames, 2 ants, 200 iterations: 

o Prep=26.10 sec  (0.0024 sec/ant/frame) 

o Train=211.83 sec (0.0194 sec/ant/frame) 

 v32, 1715 frames, 2 ants, 200 iterations: 

o Prep=18.32 sec (0.0053 sec/ant/frame) 

o Train=212.62 sec (0.0620 sec/ant/frame) 

 We initially trained the “Ant Brain” on 730,000 training primitives (from 5,450 frames of 134 ants  each), covering 

2048 training iterations.  For the first full “Ant Brain”, BISECT required 402.9 seconds in preparation (read data, 
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compute senses, organize for training).  The training took 30,424.9 seconds (using the fit command in Keras, batch 

training of Ant brain).   To re-simulate from the Ant Brain to produce behaviors for synthetic to perform a mission 

that matches the training data of the same size (5,450 frames of 134 ants) required 463 seconds (6x10-4 seconds per 

time step per ant). 

 Training has been updated to be incremental instead of one-shot batch learning to train the model.  Thus we can 

begin with an already trained model that may represent many hours of previous training steps, and expose it to a small 

set of additional training examples. 

  One of our efforts also included identifying the accuracy of the automated tracker that used a learned motion  

model.  This effort was to determine how big of time increments could be taken using an automated tracker before 

individual ant continuity might be lost.  The motivation for this is that most colony-wide behaviors do not require 

30fps observations, but could be once per second, or even fewer.  However, it is important to be able to maintain a 

time history of behavior tags specific to an individual ant if we want to understand the transition probabilities between 

behaviors.  Thus, if some small number of tracking errors are permitted, such that it greatly reduces the number of 

manual corrections needed to “re-acquire” the lost tracks, then we could  increase the frame step between error 

correction activities.  Using video clip 502, with 142 ants, we show example results in Table 3.  The table shows that 

looking at frame 1, there was 12 errors, and the first detection/tracking time step required 483 seconds.  At that point, 

the corrections were made, and a good starting set was reinitialized.  As the evaluation increment increased by two 

frames, there were 10 errors.  We repeated this process up to an increment of 64 frames, where 42 tracking errors had 

occurred.  The error rate per frame was much lower, and the time elapsed per frame was also much lower, indicating 

that long-endurance tracking experiments could benefit from scaling up the time between error correction steps. 

 

Table 3. Tracking proficiency over increasing time steps. 

𝒇 ∆𝒇 #err #err/∆𝒇 ∆𝒕 ∆𝒕/∆𝒇 

1 1 12 12 483 483 

3 2 10 5 361 180.5 

7 4 9 2.25 411 102.75 

15 8 16 2 572 71.5 

31 16 23 1.43 738 46.13 

63 32 28 0.88 1104 34.5 

127 64 42 0.65 1197 18.7 

V. Behavior Observations and Initial Results 

With detected and tracked ants, we can observe particular behaviors within the engagements, Figure 15.   

 

Figure 15. Movement of tracked ants vary from stationary to very active or tandem running over 3 minutes. 
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A. Fast Runner, “Paul Revere” 

Among the initial behaviors of interest that seem to influence the swarm, there is periodically an ant running well-

beyond the typical maximum speed.   This consistently fast mover, nicknamed “Paul Revere”, may have assumed a 

role in the colony as a fast-mover who carries the current battle status to the engaged forces to either 1) invigorate the 

other ants, 2) trigger transitions to other tasks, or 3) collect information for un -tasked ants back at the nest, Figure 16.  

The ant visits clusters of pinning ants, occasionally gives a few leg-taps to nestmates. 

 

Figure 16. The presumed messenger, dubbed "Paul Revere" travels from pair to pair of pinning ants to either 

assess the situation or convey situational awareness to the embattled ants. 

B. Skirmishes, “Grapplers” 

Regions of the engagement seem riddled with group-effort skirmishes by “Grapplers”, where pairs of non-nest 

mates engage in back-and-forth antennation for extended sequences.  These skirmishes evolve to engage other ants in 

proximity.  Multiple skirmishes that drift can collate into larger engagements . 

C. Brood movement, “Adoption Agent” 

When one of the colonies begins to get the upper hand, brood movement from one nest to the other is performed  

by an “Adoption Agent”.  Brood movement seems to be an indicator of who is “winning” the battle , Figure 17-Figure 

18.  Movement of brood seems to be performed by a single leader/follower team (for colonies of 60-80 ants). 

 

Figure 17. Initially, the right next has twice the brood volume.  Orange also has twice the number of painted 

workers. 
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Figure 18. An individual orange ant performs the brood movement while the rest of the colony is engaged in 

other behaviors.  She is sometimes followed by a tandem runner. 

 

Figure 19. With automatic brood detection and pixel counting, we can monitor the progress of gross brood 

movement. 

D. Queen Carrying, Ant Carrying, “Rescuers”  

This behavior was observed to involve movement of nestmates  and opponents as well.  This strategy may be a 

sign of dominance, an effort to relieve a nest-mate perceived to be in trouble, or an effort to accelerate the mission. 

 

Figure 20. Queen carrying and ant carrying 
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E. Histograms of Individual Behaviors Over Time 

Individual behaviors are discernable over a short snapshot of frames, and long term observation is not usually 

necessary.  However, we expect that as time progresses, the behaviors that individuals exhibit will shift based upon 

social cues between opponents or nestmates.  For example, a colony with generous representation in nursing (20% of 

orange ants begin trial caring for brood or performing other in-nest chores) may be recruited to activities outside the 

nest as alarm pheromone is released (at the 3 hour mark, only 3% are still nursing), see Figure 21.   

 

 

Figure 21. Between initialization and the three hour mark, the tags associated with each ant gradually shift 

from position-based tags to engagement-based tags. 

 

Figure 22. Tag distribution at 3 hour mark in "Destroyed Nest" trial (DT1), the behaviors which are 

predominantly orange are those of the colony that is "winning" (carry ant, antennation, pinning), and those 

that are predominantly green are behaviors of the underdogs (pinned, nursing, assessing) 
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In the “Destroyed Nest” scenario, Figure 22Figure 23, the individual tag distribution highlights that some of the 

“winning” (orange) behaviors include CARRYANT (show of dominance), ANTENNATION (querying every visitor), 

PINNING (immobilize any potential threat), while some of the “losing” (green) behaviors include ASSESSING (look 

inside the opponent’s nest), NURSING (care for any remaining brood), PINNED (immobilized  as a potential threat).   

These seem to indicate that some behaviors are more strongly associated with colonies that are thriving or failing.  

 

 

Figure 23. Observing the orange and green colonies, respectively, at [0, 3, 6] hours, to watch the shift in 

behaviors.  A major observation is that orange increases EXPLORING, GUARDING, ANTENNATION, and 

PINNING, while green reverts to EXPLORING, RESTING, and PINNED. 

F. Initial Swarm-level Metrics 

When using brood ratio as a metric, we see that initially, the orange nest maintained about 60% of the brood items.  

However, the orange colony occupied the poor nest, and upon finding and gaining some influence in the green (good) 

nest, the migration of brood began in earnest after the 10 hour mark, with higher rate movement from the orange to 

the green nest around the 15 hour mark, and concluding around 20 hours into the trial, Figure 19Figure 24.  We observe 

that the orange ant carries its own brood to inhabit the green queen’s nest, reflecting merging of the two colonies.   In 

that particular trial, the battle was resolved in a unification of the two surviving colonies, with the orange ants 

effectively changing their allegiance and abandoning their queen. 

 

Figure 24. Brood Transfer metrics from the video recordings of the Phase I Pilot Study. 
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When the brood ratio metric is smoothed, then we take the derivative and normalize the derivative at each moment  

to still sum to one, we observe the metric representing balance of power initially resides in the orange nest, but ov er 

time, that power is shifted to the green nest. 

 

 

Figure 25. Balance of Power shifts from strength in orange nest to strength in green nest. 

 

With the meta-data available, we are able to begin analysis of the trends and behaviors in the trials, Figure 26-

Figure 27. 

 

  

Figure 26. (Left) Histogram of ant speed, in pixels per frame.   Most ants are nearly stationary.  (Right) Count 

of ants in each nest during video clip.  We see an increasing occupancy in the green nest over the course of 5000 

frames. 
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Figure 27. (Left) Observing the center of mass of all ants (cumulatively) shift during a portion of the 

engagement.  (Right) Representation of number of ants within speed bounds.  Over the course of these 180 

seconds, the membership in the <0.5 pixels per frame category is generally increasing. 

In preparation for the final data collection trials, we also made adjustments to improve the clarity and uniformity  

of the test arena by fabricating nests of clear acrylic and giving better illumination.  These updates remove some of 

the uncertainty associated with false detections of wood grain from the balsa nests , and the new designs reduced the 

likelihood of ants walking over the artificial boundaries  imposed by the balsa wood nest designs. 

 

G. Repeated Tests 

Given that the success, failure, and emergent behaviors  of each colonies may be affected by the initial conditions, 

the repeat trials attempted to vary the number of ants in each competing colony and nest conditions. Table 4 gives an 

indication of the general size of the colonies for several of the subsequent nest competition trials.  As an additional 

stimulus, one iteration included removing the nest walls from one colony (“destroyed” nest in T1D), to see if such a 

stressing condition would cause the ants to be more aggressive in their attempt for a  nest take -over.  In the destroyed 

nest condition, the brood was captured, again with brood movement heightened near the 10 hour mark, Figure 28.  

Apart from a few loyal attendants, the green queen was left without a nest, brood, and colony. 

 

Table 4. Repeat trials, initial conditions.  Small (<40 ants), medium ([40-100] ants), large (>100 ants). 
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Figure 28. Visualization of the results from the "Destroyed Nest" trial T1D. 

 

We observe that the spatial distribution of individual pinning events in this case, relative to home base.  Pinners 

are those that use mandibles to immobilize the opponent, and pinnees have their body, legs, or antennae restrained.  

The dots in Figure 29 indicate the nest to which the extremes belonged.  Thus, among the pinners, the farthest and the 

nearest to home were orange ants.  The box and whiskers of pinners compared to pinnees suggests that ants that are 

farther from home tend to be more aggressive.  The orange ants (from the good nest) were more likely to be pinning 

far from home, perhaps due to having a more defensible nest, allowing more excursions far from home  for engagement 

or brood collection.  The green ants were pinnees farther from their (destroyed) home nest, perhaps in their failed  

attempts to invade near the orange nest. 

 

 

Figure 29. Distribution of spatial distance from home nest. 
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 When inspecting data from a different trials (T7 and T8), we test this hypothesis that pinners are more likely to be 

from the good nest, and far from home, Figure 30.  Here, the pinners are more frequently from the good nest (O nest, 

left), and less frequently from the poor nest (U nest, right), regardless of proximity.  In these cases, most of the pinning 

happened near the good nest, and workers from the poor (U) nest tend to pin near the good (O) nest.  We may interpret 

pinning as primarily a defensive strategy, centered around the more fortified (favored) nest. 

 

Figure 30. Update to pinning distribution trends. 

 

VI. Developing an “Ant Brain” 

A. Generic Model 

We do not claim to have investigated the biological function of actual ant brains, but instead we have created a 

model of ant observations that we call an “Ant Brain.” By measuring and quantifying the actions of the test subjects, 

hypothesizing what they might be able to sense and what their objectives might be, and testing our ability to reproduce 

similar-looking behaviors, we came up with the generic model in Figure 31. 

 

 

Figure 31. Our generic “Ant Brain” model. 
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B. Neural Network Implementation  

To mimic observed behaviors, we built a layered neural network using Keras. This model includes training noise 

to prevent over-fitting the source data, dropout to avoid network fragility, and it produces softmax outputs representing 

probabilities over the output spaces, which are then sampled.  A conceptual model is shown in Figure 32. 

 

 

Figure 32. Ant Brain neural network conceptual illustration. 

A custom TensorFlow neural network was designed with 148,008 trainable parameters, ELU activation, and glorot 

uniform initialization.  This detailed visualization in Figure 33 merges motion states (forward rate, right rate, turn rate) 

with filtered motion, the set of ant traits, tags, and the basic set of senses and objectives.  Each ant/agent is presumed 

to be aware of its nearest neighbor, the distance and direction of nearby obstacles, the location of its own nest, and if 

observed, the location of the opponents nest.  Training produces an input/output pair for every ant and every pair of 

time steps.  A small amount of random noise is added to the input motion to smooth out the low resolution data.  The 

output is a movement model, also in terms of probability of motion forward, right, and change to heading, and a fourth 

output in terms of behavioral tag distribution. 

 

Figure 33. Ant Brain implementation visualization by Keras. 
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C. Training Examples 

 

1. Example 1.  Circles and Squares 

As an example, we first built a set of machine learning tools that could classify distinct behaviors that should be 

unique in their characteristics.   We selected movements following straight path segments with ninety -degree turns, 

and ants that follow a fixed turning radius.  These square and circle paths were initially set to be distinct enough to 

demonstrate learning how to build an actual ant brain, to later be replaced by actual motions from observed ants that 

could be learned and incorporated into the ant brain’s motion model matching the transition probabilities in the two -

dimensional plane. The initial results were very good, in that the agent learned that ants following cardinal directions 

were members of the green colony.  Any intermediate bearings were orange colony.  This intermediate result revealed 

a flaw in the observation model, in that absolute orientation is of little value to typical biological agents.  Rather, a 

coordinate system relative to the agents body frame makes more sense.  We thus refactored to three ant-relative states 

(forward, right, change in bearing). 

 

Figure 34. Initial two-colony system with synthetic training data used circular motions for the orange colony 

and right-angle turns with the green colony.  The behaviors were classified correctly, but initially due to 

segmenting on heading (cardinal directions indicate green, intermediate bearings indicates orange).  

Subsequent trials introduced randomly oriented and scaled square patterns. 

 

Using Google Tensor Flow, we apply neural networks to train on 100 ants over 100 seconds at half-second time 

steps.  Using the ant-relative coordinates, the identification and labelling achieved 100% identification. Once trained, 

the effort to demonstrate revealed that the green ants had also incorporated into their “square” travelling behavior 

characterized by 90 degree turns some curvature between turns.  

 

2. Example 2.  Boids-based behaviors 

As a second example, we produced a test set of ants which follow a boids-based behavior model, with 

measurements of density of ants in close proximity, density of ants in a larger radius of influence, and average velocity 

of ants in a larger radius.  The key parameters driving the swarm of ants are gains that drive attraction to the centroid, 

repulsion from nearby swarm members, and whether to match the velocity of the swarm. The training steps were fairly  

successful, Figure 35, and the Ant Brain was able to learn that the orange colony tends to try to cluster and match 

direction, and the green colony likes to spread. 
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Figure 35. Ant Brain training set and test set after training shows that the boids-based demonstration shows  

similarity in swarm features. 

 

After training on simple synthetic behaviors, we also trained the “Ant Brain” using real ant data to learn “average 

ant” behaviors.  Those behaviors were less perceptible, and did not appear to  progress toward any particular objective, 

since, on average, the behaviors are not seeing to optimize a short -term objective.  We began with the same sample 

data as Figure 15, and separated them by colony, Figure 36.   

 

 

Figure 36. Training data from early trials, separated by colony membership.  The effort was to determine if 

the behavior makeup of the orange nest was different than the green colony. 
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Running the learned ant brain on a test set of initial conditions, we immediately saw a difference, Figure 37, when 

there was no sense of neighbors.  When sensing was enabled, the motions became more familiar to the training data.  

As part of the behavioral model, we represent state transitions probabilistically between current and future states.  We 

have observed a large number of ants with various small speed movements/adjustments. Having all small motion 

adjustments in a single bin leads to unnaturally “jittery” paths. Additional fidelity to the state transition histograms 

can increase realism in the near-zero speed ranges. Exponentially increasing bin sizes allows small motions to be 

represented more accurately than those with faster walking speeds , Figure 38.  Binning error is proportional to the 

amount of motion. 

   

Figure 37. Snapshot of example test run on the ant brain learned from the above real ant data.  (Left) Without 

dependencies on nest-mates (no sensory input).  (Right)  When interdependent (given relative positons and 

speeds), the behaviors become more like the training data. 

 

Figure 38. Ants sensing the relative positions and speeds of others is included with decision process "binning" 

adjusted to have more representation in the slow-ant region. 

 

3. Example 3. Leader/Follower Behaviors 

 

The initial effort to establish this learned capability was to identify tracks where Leader/Follower are observed in 

the data.  Once we isolate that data as training data, then we can tag where leader and follower behaviors can be 
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associated with particular neighbor-relative dynamics.  From this, we expect that leader behaviors will be independent, 

and the follower will match speed and follow the approximate course of the leader. 

 

To synthesize this swarming behavior, first we simulate a leader to follow an arbitrary path, then initialize a 

follower in correct leader-relative position and orientation.  The test will be to let the ant brain guide the follower 

controller, and measure the ability of the follower to maintain proximity to her leader. 

 

Figure 39. Examples of tandem run show up as ants with nearly-overlapping paths.  Samples for training 

data were identified manually, then fed into the Ant Brain for training. 

 

4. Example 4. Fully synthesized ants using ML behavior sets 

 

Our most complete training set includes examples from generic ant behaviors (trained on all ants), wall and 

boundary interacting ants, where in nature, ants tend to slow down and investigate the boundary, then sometimes turn 

or back up from the obstacle.  The above section describes the tandem walking behavior between leader and follower 

ants.  The composite of these constitutes our first fully synthesized ants using our Ant Brain. 

The demonstration of this test data looks and acts like the ants they were trained on over the short time scale.  We 

should note, though, that our demonstration did not include complex or specific objectives, such as “collect brood 

items”, “assess and occupy the better nest”, or “immobilize the enemy so nestmates can overpower and invade”.  

However, even with the limited objectives that were included, we see that the machine intelligence follows the bio -

inspired patterns from the training data. 

 

VII. Conclusions 

During the course of this work, we investigated the composition and sequence of Temnothorax rugatulus behaviors 

during competitive nest selection laboratory trials.   We developed a series of modules to produce assistive and 

automatic detection, tracking, and behavior modeling for characterizing swarm behaviors.  These same tools have 

been applied to a notional swarm versus swarm model of a UAV conflict, where the goals and parameterization were 

designed to be similar to the design of the ant trials.   We first developed a framework for learning how to isolate and 

characterize swarming behaviors in the ant domain, and developed a method for training a synthetic “Ant Brain” using 

neural network to learn arbitrary behaviors.  Several behaviors were learned from training data, and demonstrated 

successfully in a series of tests.  Each of the behaviors that were learned and acquired by the “Ant Brain” were added 
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to the behavior repertoire.   Applications of this work could include a UAV swarm agent using the “Ant Brain” to be 

trained from observations of other swarming agents, and be reactive to non-intuitive autonomy.  Having used BISECT 

to synthesize ant behaviors, and UAV behaviors, the next step would be to compete different swarm agents against 

one another to learn what combination of behaviors across a swarm are more successful in defeating the opponent to 

the nest or base take-over objective. 

 

Table 5. Modules developed to support BISECT. 

Module Description 

 Manual Detection/Labeling of Ants  Clicking on the first frame on each ant, center of paint dot to center 

of head-- this generates a user-input of what these ants of each nest 

color look like 

Manual Brood Detection In terms of color selection-- hence the need for brood to be distinct 

from background or fixtures  

Manual Tagging User selects check-boxes to describe, for each ant, what behaviors 

are being exhibited 

Machine Learned LUT Generation Use machine learning to generated a "look up table" to model what 

the user considers to be good examples of ants, brood, and background 

Auto-Detection Using the paint colors and orientation to auto-generate guesses for 

ants  

Auto-Tracking Compare the current frame to known locations of ants in the 

previous frame to build a continuous history of individual ants  

Machine Learning Behavior Models Use examples of tracks of known ant behaviors to learn the 

transition model for particular behaviors  

Auto-Tagging  Find behaviors that match the behavior templates, and populate 

the tags 

Track Regeneration Use the behavior models and synthesize "new ants" that exhibit  

the characteristics learned from the real tagged ants  
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